SafeBox
Managed virtual sandbox
environment in the cloud

Instant availability of a scalable,
cost-effective, and easy-to-use sandbox
environment in which non-standard
workloads can be safely tested and run.


BENEFITS TO 

YOUR ORGANIZATION

Some software simply doesn't fit. It is
either not suitable or allowed to run on
standard corporate PCs or is downright
incompatible with it. As users still need
this software to conduct critical business
tasks, they will look for alternatives to the
corporate PC - leading to Shadow IT.
Shadow IT makes the entire company
vulnerable and creates security and
compliance problems. Since being largely
hidden from IT, such systems are either
hard to manage or entirely unmanaged - a
huge technical debt.


A fully cloud-based
environment with the highest
degree of isolation to prevent
your company’s internal
infrastructure from disruption,
malware and viruses.

To keep software secure and compliant
without extra investments and risks,
Apptimized SafeBox provides you with
virtual desktops on the basis of multiple
OSs
supplied
with
self-service
management capabilities and 24/7 online
access to accommodate and run
workloads, regardless of their complexity.

Security first



Cloud-based


Cloud-based solution
running in any modern
browser with intuitive UI; a
safe environment with
abilities to run any
workloads sandboxed.

Cost-effective


Reduce costs of developing,
maintenance, and licensing for
in-house solutions. The
ready-made and outsourced
SafeBox aims to minimize
financial risks and turn your
CAPEX into OPEX.

Key Product Features
Security through isolation 


Investigate before use


Mitigating
the
risk
to
corporate
infrastructure through isolation in a secure
environment, empowering technicians to
evaluate software at no risk to their
hardware, software, or themselves.



SafeBox provides a secure, cloud-based test
lab
for
product
evaluation
and
pre-production software validation and
certification. SafeBox allows for peace of
mind when conducting pre-installation
assessments for any software without the
need for make-shift workarounds, thus
reducing contamination and providing the
functionality required. 



Access everywhere 

Easy and effective to access and operate
from
any
location
and
device.
Consequently,
minimal
technical
prerequisites and training to adopt
solutions
are
required.
Minimum
requirements of SafeBox are Internet
access & modern browser. No need to
install any other applications or perform
configurations to connect to SafeBox.




Flexible sandbox environment



Apptimized SafeBox provides unique levels
of
centralized
management
and
streamlined project's workflow approach. It
enables
to
create
your
sandbox
environments,
share
project-based
workloads with other users and apply
sandbox settings (project description,
sandbox number, access permissions,
whitelabling, etc.) according to user's
preferences.



Persistence of sandbox


Thanks to the persistence of your
SafeBoxes and their personalization and
snapshot
features,
any
setup
and
configuration work is retained for as long
as you wish. Any data produced using
SafeBox and your installed apps is kept
permanently, too. If you wish to return to
any previous state of the SafeBox including the very initial “fresh” one - simply
revert it back to a snapshot.



Easy-to-use

Reduce time and efforts needed to onboard
and train IT staff, due to intuitive and
logically designed SafeBox interface,
friendly to users of all skill levels. 



Whitelabeling capabilities

No resources consumption

SafeBox is a SaaS solution with an
incredibly powerful PaaS component, so
any of your SafeBoxes do not create
infrastructure
workloads
or
local
performance issues for you.

Add your branding and corporate identity
to your SafeBox solution to align visually
with your internally developed solutions
and corporate standards such as UI color
scheme, logo, favicon, custom emails, SMTP
parameters etc.).
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